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PROGRAM 
Overture to Egmont Ludwig van Beethoven 
(1770-1827) 
Missa solemnis Ludwig van Beethoven 
Kyrie 
Kyrie - assai sostenuto: mit Andacht (with devotion) 
Christe - andante assai ben marcato 
Kyrie - tempo I 
Gloria 
Gloria in excelsis - allegro vivace 
Qui tollis - larghetto 
Quoniam tu solus - allegro maestoso 
In gloria Dei patris- allegro ma non troppo e ben marcato 
poco piu allegro - presto 
INTERMISSION 
Credo 
Credo in unum Deum - allegro ma non troppo 
Et incamatus est - adagio 
Et homo factus est - andante 
Crucifixus - adagio espressivo 
Et resurrexit- allegro 
Et ascendit in coelum - allegro mo/to 
Credo in unum Deum - allegro ma non troppo 
Et vitam venturi - allegretto ma non troppo - allegro con moto - 
grave 
Sanctus 
Sanctus - adagio: mit Andacht (with devotion) 
Pleni sunt coeli - allegro pesante 
Osanna in excelsis - presto 
Praeludium - sostenuto ma non troppo 
Benedictus - andante molto cantabile e non troppo mosso 
Agnus Dei 
Agnus Dei - adagio 
Dona nobis pacem -allegretto vivace - allegro assai - 
tempo I - presto - tempo I 
ABOUT THE ARTISTS 
Steven Sametz, Ronald J. Ulrich Professor of 
Music, has earned increasing renown in recent 
years as both composer and conductor. He is the 
Director of Choral Activities at Lehigh University 
and also serves as artistic director of the elite a 
cappella ensemble, The Princeton Singers. Guest 
conducting appearances include the Taipei 
Philharmonic Foundation, the Berkshire Choral 
Festival, the New York Chamber Symphony, and 
the Netherlands Radio Choir. Dr. Sametz' 
compositions have been heard throughout the 
world at the Tanglewood, Ravinia, Schleswig- 
Holstein, Santa Fe, and Salzburg music festivals. 
His in time of appears on the Grammy-award- 
winning CD by Chanticleer, "Colors of Love," and his works may be heard 
an six other Chanticleer CDs, as well as Lehigh University Choir's "Live 
.from Taipei," the Lehigh University Choral Arts "Christmas at Lehigh," 
The Princeton Singers' "Reincarnations," "Christmas with The Princeton 
Singers," and "Old, New, Borrowed Blues." 
Dr. Sametz has received corn-v issions from the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the Connecticut Council for the Arts, and Santa 
Fe Music Festival, creating new works for Chanticleer, the Dale Warland 
Singers, The Princeton Singers, the Philadelphia Singers, the Pro Arte 
Chamber Choir, the Santa Fe Desert Chorale, Connecticut Choral Artists, 
and the King of Thailand. His compositions are published by Oxford 
University Press, GIA, E.C. Schirmer, Walton, and Alliance Music. 
Dr. Sametz has served as panelist for the National Endowment 
for the Arts and Chorus America. He has been Director of Choral Activities 
at Harvard University and is the founder and director of the Lehigh 
University Choral Union. At the Santa Fe Music Festival, he conducted 
his own works in a program entitled "Sametz conducts Sametz." He has 
conducted Chanticleer with the Lehigh University Choir in the Monteverdi 
Vespers of 1610 in New York and San Francisco to critical acclaim. Dr. 
Sametz holds degrees from Yale University, the University of Wisconsin- 
Madison, and the Hochschule fur Musik und darstellende Kunst in 
Frankfurt, Germany. 
Possessing a voice that has been hailed 
as 11 ••• emotional, tender and pure-toned" 
(Andrew Porter, The New Yorker), Carmen 
Pelton has secured the respect and admiration 
of critics with a sound that II already rivals 
almost any soprano you can think of today" 
(The Guardian, London). Her recent 
performances with the Atlanta Symphony led 
The Atlanta Journal to exclaim, "Pelton was just 
glorious throughout." Her 1998 recording of 
Barber's Prayers of Kierkegaard and Vaughan 
Williams' Dona Nobis Pacem with the Atlanta 
Symphony and Robert Shaw on Telarc won Grammies in three different 
categories, including Best Classical Album and Best Choral Album. She 
recently received a second Grammy Award for her performance in William 
Bolcom's Songs of Innocence and Experience. 
Carmen Pelton came to international attention when she made 
her debut as Fiordiligi in Cosi fan tutte with the Aldeburgh Festival. The 
outstanding London reviews led immediately to her engagement as 
Konstanze in Die Enifuhrung aus denz Serail with Scottish Opera. She has 
since performed many of Mozart's heroines, including Donna Anna in 
Don Giovanni, Giunia in Lucio Silla, and Tamiri in ll Re Pastore. She has 
sung with Glimmerglass Opera, Long Beach Opera, Tulsa Opera, Opera 
Omaha, and New Jersey June Opera, and has performed as soloist with 
the San Francisco Symphony (Nicholas Maw's Scenes and Arias and Lukas 
Foss' Time Cycle), Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, Seattle Symphony, 
Rochester Philharmonic, and Nashville Symphony, as well as in a 
performance for the President of the United States at the Kennedy Center 
Honors televised program. 
Mary Ann Stewart is a " ... major operatic 
talent" who sings with 11 ••• intelligence, 
emotive power and a fine precision in the 
meaningful projection of words." (Joseph 
McLellan, Tlze Washington Post) She is 11 ••• a 
beautiful young mezzo-soprano bursting 
upon the scene with theatricality and a 
liquid, clear, well-controlled voice that come 
together on the stage to draw in and engage 
the audience." (Guerrino Mattei, Factanet 
Italia) Her voice is golden: 11 ••• golden tone, 
golden control, golden soul behind the 
music." (William Packard, Tile New York 
Quarterly) She has performed in China, France, Spain, Switzerland, Italy, 
Belgium, Bulgaria, Mexico and the United States. 
She debuted with the Macau Opera Festival singing Stephano in 
Romeo et Juliet in 2004 and with Virginia Opera as Brangane in Tristan und 
Isolde in 2005. She will debut with the Opera Royal de Wallonie in Liege, 
Belgium as Isolier in Le Comte Ory in 2006. 
John Aler is one of the most acclaimed lyric tenors 
on the international stage. In opera he has 
performed with most of the major companies and 
opera houses in Europe including the Royal Opera 
House Covent Garden, Deutsche Oper Berlin, 
Staatsoper Vienna, Bayerische Staatsoper, Salzburg 
Festival, Hamburg, Geneva, Madrid, Lyon and 
Brussels as well as the New York City Opera, St 
Louis, Santa Fe, Washington DC and Baltimore in 
the USA. 
A consummate soloist, he performs regularly with 
such orchestras as the New York Philharmonic, 
Cleveland Orchestra and Philadelphia Orchestra 
and the Boston, Chicago and Los Angeles Symphonies. In Europe, he has 
sung with the Berlin Philharmonic, Leipzig Gewandhaus, l'Orchestre 
National de France, the BBC Symphony Orchestra and the London 
Sinfonietta among others, with such conductors as Daniel Barenboim, James 
Conlon, John Eliot Gardiner, Kurt Masur, Zubin Mehta, Roger Norrington, 
Seiji Ozawa, Simon Rattle, Esa-Pekka Salonen, Leonard Slatkin, Kent 
Nagano and David Zinman. He is featured on three Grammy Award- 
winning recordings and can be heard on more than sixty recordings on 
the DGG, Decca, EMI/ Angel. Telarc, Teldec and a host of other labels. A 
recitalist of note, he has several recordings of chansons, Lieder and song 
including a solo album, "Songs We Forgot to Remember" on Delos. 
A native of North Tonawanda, NY, bass-baritone 
Richard Zuch is a graduate of The Curtis Institute 
of Music from which he holds both an Artist's 
Diploma and a Certificate for Advanced Vocal 
Studies. A frequent performer, Mr. Zuch has 
appeared as soloist with The Philadelphia 
Orchestra, The Buffalo Philharmonic, The 
Concerto Soloists of Philadelphia, The 
Haddonfield Symphony, The Pennsylvania 
Symphonia and The Hilton Head Orchestra. 
He also was a soloist with The Curtis 
Orchestra at the Verbier (Switzerland) Music 
Festival under the direction of Kurt Masur. He 
has been a member of the Philadelphia Singers, appearing as soloist in Bach's 
St. Matthew and St. John Passions, Handel's Messiah and Mozart's Requiem. 
PROGRAM NOTES 
Overture to Egmont in F minor, opus 84 
In the autumn of 1809, Beethoven was commissioned by the Viennese Court 
Theatre to write incidental music to Goethe's drama, Egmont, a play which 
centers on the hero Egmont and his struggle to lead the battle for Netherlands' 
freedom from Spanish rule. The theme of liberty was particularly germane 
to Viennese life in the beginning of the nineteenth century; Vienna had been 
occupied since the summer of 1809 by Napoleon's army. The overture was 
quickly recognized as a concert work independent from its stage-music 
origins. Egmont is perhaps the most popular of Beethoven's overtures. It 
remains in the repertoire both for its powerful musical impact and as 
enduring emblem of the ideal of freedom. 
Missa solemnis in D Major, opus 123 
I. History 
"The day on which a High Mass composed by me will be performed during the 
ceremonies solemnized for Your Imperial Highness will be the most glorious day of 
my life." 
- Beethoven writing to his patron, Archduke Rudolph, in 1819 
Missa solemnis was intended as a present for Beethoven's pupil and patron, 
Archduke Rudolph of Austria, upon his installation as Archbishop of 
Olmiitz in Moravia. Rudolph, son of Emperor Leopold II, had been the 
dedicatee of fifteen of Beethoven's most important works, including the 
fourth and fifth piano concerti, the Hammerklavier sonata, the opus 97 piano 
trio (the Archduke Trio), and the Grosse Fuge. By the time of the actual service 
in March of 1820, only the first movement of the promised mass was sketched 
out. The first public hearing of portions of the Missa solemnis occurred in 
May of 1824 at a concert which included the Consecration of the House 
Overture, the Kyrie, Credo, and Agnus Dei of the Mass and the Ninth 
Symphony. The first complete performance of Beethoven's great mass was 
given in St. Petersburg on April 18, 1824, under the auspices of another of 
Beethoven's patrons, Prince Nikolas Galitzin. Beethoven never witnessed 
a complete performance of the Missa solemnis in his lifetime. 
The Missa solemnis, as with so many of Beethoven's works, can be seen as 
coming from historical precedents and shattering those precedents at the 
same time. In 1807, Beethoven had been commissioned to write a mass for 
the Nicolaus Esterhazy II, the same patron who had commissioned Haydn 
to compose his last six masses. Beethoven said of his Mass in C, "I think 
that I have treated the text in a manner in which it has rarely been treated." 
The Mass was not a great success; Prince Esterhazy was said to have queried, 
"My dear Beethoven, what is this you have done now?". While it shows 
some original strokes (particularly in the explosive "miserere" statements 
in the Agnus Dei which prefigure the Missa solemnis), in length and in 
musical gestures the Mass in C stands solidly in the tradition of Austrian 
masses of the time. The tripartite Kyrie, the fugues at the end of the Gloria 
and Credo movements, the solo settings in the Benedictus, the literal repeat 
of the Osanna are all standards of the Austrian mass form. 
For his second setting of the mass text, Beethoven did exhaustive research, 
having the Latin text translated word for word into German, studying the 
Gregorian church modes, copying out the fugues of Mozart's Requiem, and 
looking at the contrapuntal work of Palestrina, Bach, and above all Handel's 
Messiah. The Missa solemnis would involve Beethoven from 1819 to 1822. 
II. The Great Tapestry 
It was 4 o'clock in the afternoon. In the living room, behind a locked door, we heard 
the master singing parts of the fague in the Credo - singing, howling, stamping. 
After we had been listening a long time to the almost aicfu! scene, and were about to 
go away, the door opened and Beethoven stood before us with distorted features, 
calculated to excite fear. He looked as ifhe had been in mortal combat with the whole 
host of contrapuntists, his everlasting enemies. 
- Anton Sc.llindler, an early Beethoven biographer 
What were Beethoven's solutions to his second setting of the mass text? 
During its four-year gestation, the Missa solemnis grew to proportions which 
rendered it beyond any normal liturgical use. It became a sacred concert 
work. The compositional architecture reflects Beethoven's later style: ideas 
are worked out on a grand scale. The opening Kyrie retains the traditional 
three-part form (Kyrie-Christe-Kryie) with a gentler triple-rhythm setting of 
the Christe middle section. The outer Kyrie sections open with the 
congregational choral statements of "Lord Have mercy" contrasted with 
the more individual statements of the soloists. The innovations of the Gloria 
are where we start to see how radically Beethoven was to reshape the 
conception of mass composition: starting with a brilliant fanfare(" Glory be 
to God in the highest"), Beethoven takes the episodic text and weaves it into 
a great tapestry. The fanfare opening yields to a pastorale for the soloists, 
II gratias agimus tibi" (11we give thanks to you"), only to quickly return to the 
fanfare ascent in the orchestra on "Domine Deus" (11Lord God"). Two 
contrasting dark-light sections (" qui tollis peccata mundi/ who takest away 
the sins of the world" and "qui sedes ad dexteram Patris/who sits of the 
right hand of the Father;" with "rniserere nobis/have mercy on us" and a 
return of" qui sedes") lead to the final thrust of the Gloria: a multi-section 
crescendo of form and volume that leads us through the annuciatory 
"Quoniam tu solus sanctus" ("you alone are holy") to the fugue "in gloria 
Dei patris" ("in the glory of God the father"). This would normally have 
ended the Austrian form for the Gloria, but Beethoven extends this to a yet 
faster virtuoso section for the soloists accompanied by an excitedly chanting 
choir, which in turn breaks through to a pyrotechnical presto in which 
Beethoven brings back the opening fanfare motto, now at breakneck speed, 
ending breathlessly on the chorus's final jubilant a cappella shout of" Gloria" 
that closes the movement. 
The vocal demands for the choir in the Gloria are extreme: the sopranos are 
in their high register much of the time and all parts call for utmost power. In 
the Credo, Beethoven asks for yet more. The longest text of the mass opens 
with the sopranos rising almost immediately to high B-flat with the entrance 
of the trombones for the word" omnipotentem" (" omnipotent"). Beethoven 
establishes the word "credo" ("I believe") as a motto from the outset. He 
interpolates this opening motto four times during the creed, using the word 
"Credo" where it does not occur in the liturgy. By doing so, he allows for 
musical self-reference and formal cohesiveness, even if he does so by 
"improving" on the actual text of the Credo. 
Two imitative sections and a trumpet-like fanfare on "Deum de Deo" ("God 
of Gods"), lead to the words "consubstantialem patri" (" of one substance 
with the Father"). Beethoven sets this text unusually as a fughetta. Fugues 
in Austrian mass tradition were traditionally used to give weight to the text, 
either expressing an academic rigor or the dignity of a particular idea. In 
setting this particular phrase (twice) in the Credo as a fugue, Beethoven 
gives particular authority to the idea of the unity of the trinity. In the next 
moment, however, Beethoven creates another turn of color in the creed: at 
the first mention of Christ on earth, his human qualities are emphasized as 
Beethoven suddenly uses the chorus' low range in a hymn-like setting for 
the words "qui propter nos homines" ("who for us came down"). 
The interior section of the Credo features three statements in D-dorian (a 
church mode long out of use but studied by Beethoven in his preparation for 
the Missa), D-major, and D-minor. The initial use of the Dorian mode in the 
"et incarnatus est" (" and was incarnate of the Virgin Mary by the Holy 
Spirit") is used as a chant-like setting to evoke the mysteries of the 
incarnation; this is complemented by a masterly stroke of orchestration, as 
Beethoven uses a solo flute hovering high over the orchestral texture to 
depict the descent of the Holy Spirit. The solo tenor heraldically pronounces 
the next line of text in the D-major "et homo factus est" (" and was made 
man") in dialogue with the choir. The third part of central portion of the 
Credo is taken up with the D-minor hammer blows of the" crucifixus" (" and 
was crucified"), leading downward and dissolving into the eerily unresolved 
realms of "passus et sepultus est" ("was dead and buried"). 
Like a lightning bolt, Beethoven brings us up from the sepulcher to the light 
of the resurrection(" et resurrexit"). We are ultimately led to the final fugue, 
"et vitam venturi" (" and the life everlasting"). Beethoven sets this not as 
one fugue, but as two - one slow and one allegro con moto. Each is a double- 
fugue, containing two equal subjects. The first expresses the grace bestowed 
in the everlasting life, while the second doubles the tempo of the first subject 
of the opening fugue and adds an even faster countersubject. The result is a 
cumulative crescendo both formally and contrapuntally which, just as we 
think it might end, abruptly augments the tempo in a final grave statement. 
It is the same effect Beethoven will use later in the Ninth Symphony when 
he sets "Bruder! iiber'm Sternenzelt mufs ein lieber Yater wohnen." 
("Brothers, surely a loving Father dwells above the canopy of stars"). It is as 
if there were no place left to go except to that "canopy of stars". The 
movement ends - remarkably- on a quiet note, letting the ecstasy of eternal 
life dissipate into the heavens. It is this ending that Brahms will emulate in 
his German Requiem. 
As if the accomplishments of the previous movements were not enough, it is 
perhaps the final two movements which truly raise the Missa solemnis to the 
level of masterwork. In the Sanctus, Beethoven begins with an expression of 
awe set for the soloists alone, leading to an exuberant choral declamation of 
"pleni sunt coeli et terra" (" the heavens and earth are filled with your glory"). 
At this point, Beethoven honors a liturgical tradition: the consecration of 
the host at the altar. It is a moment in the service where normally the 
organist would play alone. Here, Beethoven introduced a "Praeludium" 
for low strings and winds which will introduce that moment in which 
Christ descends for the transubstantiation of the host. At this central point 
in the mass, Beethoven radically departs from any previous model: a solo 
violin enters accompanied in its highest register by flutes. It is as if a ray of 
sun bursts upon the scene, a revelation of glory. The texture descends to the 
choral basses intoning "Benedictus qui venit in nomine Domini" ("Blessed 
is he who comes in the name of the Lord") and in a sublimely original 
stroke, Beethoven sets the entire texture of orchestra, soloists, and choir as 
accompaniment to that solo violin, the embodiment of Christ descending to 
the altar at the Communion. Cooper called this" a celestial Romance." 
Even this sublime statement yields to a further stroke of interpretive genius 
in the closing movement of the Mass. The Agnus Dei text was historically a 
three-part form, often with a coda on the closing phrase, "Dona no bis pacem" 
(" Grant us peace"). Beethoven was living in far from peaceful times. Vienna 
was an occupied city under foreign rule. Beethoven's response was a fearful 
prayer. Arising from the depths of despair (the opening is the only solo line 
in the mass for the bass soloist, set in the lowest part of his range), the Agnus 
Dei becomes an agitated cry for peace. The need for salvation, the tenuous 
hold we have on our safety is outlined as each soloist cries out "Agnus 
Dei," and the chorus responds "miserere nobis!" ("have mercy upon us!"). 
In Beethoven's setting, the Lamb of God is contrasted to the war-filled world 
of man. The movement develops with a pastorale for the choir and soloists 
on the words, "Dona nobis pacem." At the introduction of the "Dona nobis 
pacem," Beethoven wrote in his score, "Bitte um innern und aufsern Frieden" 
("Prayer for inner and outer peace"). In this section, Beethoven quotes, either 
consciously or unconsciously, the theme from Handel's "Halleluia" chorus: 
"and he shall reign forever and ever" as he sets the words for one of the 
phrases of" dona no bis pacem." One might think this means the tension is 
resolved; but twice more Beethoven interjects war-like interludes with martial 
timpani and trumpets, the choir crying out in terror, "miserere nobis!". 
Even as this monumental work comes to a close, the shadowy sounds of 
war are heard in the solo timpani dying away before Beethoven rounds out 
his solemn mass. 
III. Beethoven's spirit: Missa solemnis and the Ninth Symphony 
"Von Herzen ntoge es wieder zu Herzen gehen" 
("From the heart may it go to the heart") 
- Beethoven's inscription at the opening of the Missa soleninis 
Beethoven wrote in his diary that his purpose in composing the Missa 
solemnis was "to awaken and permanently instill religious feelings not only 
into the singers but also into the listeners." Beethoven, raised a Roman 
Catholic, was not a church-goer. Through Kant and Hegel, he came in his 
later years to an encompassing pantheism. In writing his great mass, 
Beethoven was not so much advocating orthodox liturgy as struggling to 
come to an understanding of his place in the universe. 
The Missa sotemnis is filled with symbols set idiosyncratically by Beethoven 
which express the human spirit striving up toward the heavens and divine 
light shining down on humankind. This cosmic intersection of the human 
and the Divine finds its central expression in the figure of Christ, both 
divine and human. In the Missa solemnis, Beethoven seems to be asking the 
question, how are humans to find that spirit of divinity in themselves? 
The answer may not be in the Missa solemnis, for after all, we are left in the 
Agnus Dei with a vague sense of unease: the drums of war are still with us. 
We ask for peace, but is there the sense that it is granted? Is it the case that 
the entire Missa solemnis is an unanswered prayer, a hope? 
Beethoven was said to have framed a series Egyptian aphorisms which he 
kept on his writing desk: 
I am that which is; 
I am all that is, that was, and that will be. 
No mortal man has lifted my veil. 
Here is a sense of a deity, all-encompassing, but ultimately not present on 
earth. 
A composer friend showed Beethoven a recently completed composition on 
which he had inscribed, "Finished with the help of God." Beethoven's 
response was to scribble under it, "Man, help yourself!" 
Beethoven's god is all-pervasive, but hidden. It is for humans to help 
themselves. And it is not until Beethoven turns to his next great, last 
symphonic work - the choral setting of Schiller's Ode to Joy in the Ninth 
Symphony - that we begin to understand Beethoven's spiritual mindset. 
For in setting "Freude, Schone, Gotterfunken. Tochter aus Elysium," 
Beethoven is telling us we must find our own peace, among our brothers, 
sisters, husbands and wives; that we may rejoice in heaven's joy - the 
beautiful Daughter of Elysium - if we can find our own salvation here on 
earth. In a war-torn world, Beethoven saw that it was through universal 
respect and brotherhood that our prayers are answered. 
-SS 
2006-2007 
Lehigh Choral Arts Season 
Lehigh University Choral Arts joins the Lehigh Philharmonic Orchestra 
Friday & Saturday, November 3, 4, 2006 • 8 pm • Baker Hall 
A new work for violin and orchestra featuring Paul Hsun-Ling Chou, violin and 
Carl Orff's monumental Carmina Burana 
Lehigh University Choir: Life is a Cabaret 
Saturday, March 31, 2007 • 8 pm • Baker Hall 
Music of I 920's Berlin and more 
Lehigh University Choral Arts: Faure and Stravinsky 
Friday & Saturday, April 27, 28, 2006 • 8 pm • Baker Hall 
Two twentieth-century choral classics: 
Gabriel Faures exquisite Requiem and the striking 
Symphony of Psalms by Igor Stravinsky 
Come sing with us! 
Interested in joining? The Lehigh Choral Union is a non-auditioned 
community choir. If you are interested in participating next year, 
call 610-758-3833 for more information. 
l 
TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS 
Kyrie 
Kyrie eleison. 
Christe eleison. 
Gloria 
Gloria in excelsis Deo, 
et in terra pax hominibus 
bonae voluntatis. 
Laudamus te, benedicimus te, 
adoramus te, glorificamus te. 
Gratias agimus tibi propter 
magnam gloriam tuam. 
Domine Deus, Rex ccelestis. 
Deus Pater omnipotens. 
Domine, Fili unigenite, 
Jesu Christe. 
Domine Deus, Agnus Dei. 
Filius Patris. 
Qui tollis peccata mundi 
miserere nobis; 
suscipe depracationem nostram. 
Qui sedes ad dexteram Patris, 
miserere nobis. 
Quoniam tu so/us sanctus, 
tu solus Dominus, tu so/us altissimus, 
Jesu Christe. 
Cum Sancto Spiritu 
in gloria Dei Patris, 
Amen. 
Lord, have mercy upon us. 
Christ have mercy upon us. 
Glory be to God on high, 
and peace on earth to men 
of good will. 
We praise Thee, we bless Thee, 
We adore Thee, we glorify Thee. 
We give Thee thanks 
for Thy great glory. 
O Lord God, 0 heavenly King. 
O God, the Father Almighty. 
O Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son. 
O Lord God, Lamb of God. 
Son of the Father. 
O Thou, who takest away the sins of the world, 
Have mercy upon us; 
receive our prayer. 
O Thou, who sittest at the right hand of the 
Father, 
have mercy on us. 
For Thou alone art holy, 
Thou alone art most high, 
O Jesus Christ. 
Together with the Holy Ghost, 
in the glory of God the Father, 
Amen. 
Credo 
Credo in unum Deum, 
patrem omnipotentem, 
factorem cceli et terrce visibilium 
omnium et invisibilium. 
Credo in unum Dominum 
Jesum Christum, 
Filium Dei unigenitum; 
et ex Patre natum 
ante omnia scecula. 
Deum de Deo, Lumen de Lumine: 
Deum verum de Deo vero; 
Genitum, non factum; 
consubstantialem Patri, 
per quern omniafacta sunt,· 
Qui propter nos homines, 
et propter nostram salutem, 
descendit de ccelis, 
et incarnatus est 
de Spiritu Sancto 
ex maria Virgine, 
et homo factus est. 
Crucifixus etiam pro nobis,· 
sub Pontio Pilato passus 
et sepultus est, 
Et resurrexit tertia die, 
secundum Scripturas. 
Et ascendit in ccelum, 
sedet ad dexteram Patris. 
Et iterum venturus est cum gloria 
judicare vivos et mortuos; 
cujus regni non erit finis. 
Credo in Spiritum Sanctum, 
Dominum et vivificantem, 
I believe in one God, 
the Father Almighty, 
Maker of heaven and earth, 
of all things visible and invisible. 
I believe in one Lord Jesus Christ, 
the only-begotten Son of God; 
and born of the Father 
before all ages. 
God of Gods, Light of Light, 
true God of true God; 
begotten, not made; 
consubstantial to the Father, 
by Whom all things were made; 
Who for us men 
and for our salvation 
came down from heaven, 
and became incarnate 
by the Holy Ghost 
of the Virgin Mary, 
and was made man. 
He was crucified also for us; 
suffered under Pontius Pilate 
and was buried, 
And the third day He arose again 
according to the Scriptures. 
And ascended into heaven, 
and sitteth at the right hand of the Father. 
And He is to come again, with glory, 
to judge both the living and the dead; 
of whose kingdom there shall be no end. 
I believe in the Holy Ghost, 
the Lord and Giver oflife, 
qui ex Patre Filioque procedit; 
qui cum Patre et Filio 
simul adoratur et conglorificatur; 
qui locutus est per prophetas. 
Who proceedeth from the Father and the Son; 
Who, together with the Father and the Son, 
is adored and glorified; 
Who spoke by the prophets. 
Credo in unam sanctam Catholicam I believe in one holy Catholic 
et Apostolicam Ecclesiam. and Apostolic Church. 
Confiteor unum Baptisma 
in remissionem peccatorum. 
I confess one baptism 
for the remission of sins. 
Et expecto resurrectionem mortuorum, And I expect the resurrection of the dead, 
et vitam venturi sceculi. Amen. and the life of the world to come. Amen. 
Sa net us 
Sanctus Dominus Deus Sabaoth. Holy is the Lord God Sabaoth. 
Pleni sunt cceli et terra gloria tua. Heaven and earth are full of Thy Glory. 
Osanna in excelsis. Hosanna in the highest. 
Benedictus qui venit 
in nomine Domini. 
Blessed is he who cometh 
in the name of the Lord. 
Osanna in excelsis. Hosanna in the highest. 
Agnus Dei 
Agnus Dei, 
qui tollis peccata mundi, 
O Lamb of God, 
that takest away the sins of the world, 
miserere nobis, 
dona nobis pacem. 
have mercy upon us, 
grant us peace. 
SOPRANO 
Mairin Augustine* 
Loris Baker 
Vi Ballard 
Julie Banasiak 
Annette Benert 
Andrea Joy Berends* 
Jennifer Bibbs* 
Sara Jane Black 
Sharon Bleice 
Margaret Anne Butterfield 
Barbara Cavalla 
Anna Childson* 
Pauline Chu 
Kathleen Conahan 
Lori Cotabish*# 
Mary Elizabeth 
Davidson* 
Kathryn Djouallah 
Kitty Dunn 
Renee K. Essig 
Libera C. Evans 
Carolyn Folmer? 
Renee Giguere, 
Brittany Haines 
Julie Heidt* 
Ruth Henry 
Harper Kubicek*+ 
Joanna Lafaver 
Maryann Lapadula 
Charis Lasky? 
Sarah Mastroianni" 
Noel McLaren* 
Marcia M. Mierzwa" 
Miriam Nachesty 
Marianne Napravnik 
Emily O'Koren*# 
Ann Pickin 
Mary Pritchett 
Christine Rapp* 
Deborah Sacarakis* 
Ann Sassaman 
Joyce Shankweiler 
Heidi Shonbeck* 
Lehigh University Choral Arts 
Steven Sametz, Director 
Debra Field, Associate Director 
Eileen Wescoe, Rehearsal Pianist 
Cheryl Sinclair 
Anne Sollien 
Tara Stephenson 
Ann Taylor 
Marcia Theiss 
Kathleen Vollrath 
Stacey Ziegler 
ALTO 
Lauren Anderson* 
Louise Auchenbach 
Amanda Barnes* 
Joanne Bast 
Julia Brooks 
Pat Chase= 
Cheryl A. Cherry 
Martha Christine 
Ann Cohen 
Cindy Comfort 
Victoria Conte* 
Julie Curran 
Kathryn Deguire 
Robin Deily 
Joanna DeIesus-Fenicle 
Katie Dyer 
Catherine R. Elwell 
Joanna Fanizza* 
Janet Filchner 
Cassie Florian* 
Natalie Foster 
Clare Garrison 
Janet Goloub 
Gail Goshert 
Gina Guzzon 
Lynne Hoxie 
Liz Jenkins* 
Rachel Kastrinsky 
Amanda Kessler* 
Lynn Koehler 
Hope Kunkel 
Jacqueline Lewis 
Jill Mancini 
Allison Mayer* 
Amy McKenzie 
Meya Miller 
Geraldine Mosemann= 
Marilyn Needham 
Dorothy Perschy 
Kelsi Radzikinas 
Joanna Rouse 
Katie Santoro* 
Betsy Schlauch 
Theresa Shaton 
Nadine Sine 
Dorothy Sloand 
Kathleen Snyder 
Anne Taylor 
Kristen Wagner* 
Victoria Whitehead 
Linda Williams 
Dina Wills 
TENOR 
Wally Borene 
Owen Ferik* 
William Frece* 
John Gabellini 
Ted Gleason" 
Steve Gratias 
Tim Gredler 
Andrew Henry 
Peter Lanctot* 
Joseph Manzo> 
Terry McLaughlin* 
Charlie Meredith 
Philip Miller* 
Charlie Meredith 
Ron Mordosky 
Timothy A. Morea* 
Sam Momeweck 
Jim Mulherin* 
Greg Oaten 
Bob Riggs 
John Rodgers* 
Jacob Schwartz" 
Chris Shane*+ 
Nick Tatalias* 
Timothy White*# 
Jeff Zubemis*# 
BASS 
Christopher Albrecht* 
Corrado Altomare* 
Garry Applegate 
Ray Ballard 
Thomas Blank* 
Richard D. Brooks 
Daniel Chen 
Christopher Chen* 
Brian Chu 
Eric Devan 
Norman 0. Failla 
Zach Farrell 
Jeffrey Gross 
Robert Guzzon * 
Daniel Halle*+ 
Coleman Hamel 
Jonathan Havel* 
Lance Higgins 
Christopher Howard* 
Christopher Kramer* 
Richard Kurz* 
Thomas W. Ludlow* 
Jonathan Manger* 
Gordon Maule 
William Mayo" 
Nathan Medford*+ 
David Meisner" 
Milo Morris 
Warren Norris 
Brett Philpotts* 
Benjamin David Rodney* 
Donald Seagreaves 
Robert T. Smith" 
Kalman A. Sostarecz, Jr 
Justin Stroup 
John P. Wentz 
Nathaniel Wentzel 
Brad Woodward* 
David Ziegler 
Gerry Zimmerman 
* LU Choir Member #Choral Arts Scholar +Choir Section Leader ACU Section Leader 
Choral Union Administration 
Robert Smith, President 
Charis Lasky, Coordinator 
Joseph Manzo, Associate Coordinator 
Justin Stroup, Student Coordinator 
Patricia Chase, Alumni Coordinator 
Kai Sostarecz, Stage Manager 
Doug MacNeil, Orchestra Manager 
Timothy Harrell, Rehearsal Pianist 
Choir Administration 
Tom Blank, Manager 
Timothy A. Morea, Assistant Manager 
Christine Rapp, Stage Manager 
Sarah Mastroianni, Assistant Stage Manager 
Katie Santoro, Publicity Manager 
Brad Woodward, Recruitment Chair 
Terry McLaughlin, Recruitment Team 
Jim Mulherin, Finance Manager 
Anna Childson, Choir Camp Manager 
Lehigh Choral Arts Orchestra 
Violin I 
Simon Maurer, 
Concertmaster 
Mary Ogletree 
Rebecca Brown 
Inna Eyzerovitch 
Stephanie Bell 
Kiko Enomoto 
Jennifer Updegrove 
Eliza Cho 
Violoncello 
David Bakamjian 
Jonathan Fink 
Steven Duckworth 
Tomasz Rezeczycki 
Miguel Rojas 
Ioana Velicu 
Bassoon 
Ping Liang 
Wendy Large 
Violin II 
Linda Louise Kistler 
Audrey Kress 
Barney Stevens 
Janice Bland 
Robert Kuntz 
Tess Varley 
Connie Trach 
Nelson Lau 
Bass 
Matthew Roberts 
Carter Henry 
Amanda Rice-Johnson 
Hom 
Daniel Braden 
Donald Wenner 
Stephen Couch 
Paul Rosenberg 
Tnmtpet 
Kevin Rosenberry 
Curry Moyer 
Flute 
Robin Kani 
Linda Ganus 
Oboe 
David Diggs 
Christina Schmidt 
Trombone 
Alex Siniavski 
Ralph Brodt 
Ernie Lightfoot 
Organ 
Russell Jackson 
Viola 
Agnes Maurer 
Aundrey Mitchell 
Rolando Freitag 
Sharon Olsher 
Dorothy Allyn 
Debra Reilly 
Clarinet 
Deborah Andrus 
Sherry Hartman Apgar 
Timpani 
Steven Mathiesen 
CUTLER-SAMETZ CHORAL ARTS ENDOWED SCHOLARSIIlPS ATLEIIlGH 
The Lehigh University Cutler-Sametz Choral Arts Endowed Scholarships recruits the 
finest high school choral singers in the country to participate in the Choral Arts at Lehigh. 
If you are interested in helping us further the wonderful singing talent at Lehigh by 
supporting these merit scholarships, please contact Susan Vengrove at sgv2@lehigh.edu 
or 610-758-6624. For more information on the Choral Scholar program, please contact 
Linda Ganus at lcg3@lehigh.edu or 610-758-3837. 
THE ROBERT CUTLER-STEVEN SAMETZ 
ENDOWED CHORAL ARTS SCHOLAR DONOR LIST 
UO QQQ i!I!d ilQQYI: ~ Dudley L. Galloway '64 Jacqueline M. Nowicki '91 
Robert C. Bausmith '81 G. Craig Acklen '70 Ralph W. Gallup '61 Hugh G. Oldach 'SO 
W. Robert Christie '58 Ben W. Albert '57 Cynthia K. Gavenda '89 William H. Oldach, III '84 
Estate of Robert B. Cutler Scott I. Alexander '70 Jeannine Gilman Old Mill Properties 
Joan Miller Moran '65G John K. Aman '56 Lawrence L. Good '66 Lewis E. Osterhoudt '71 
American Guild of Organists, Judith Gottesman '75 Lee C. Owens '58 
$2 SQQ tQ $9 999 Lehigh Valley Chapter John Grason '64 Vincent J. Pagliuca III '87 
James S. Bancroft '68 RoyG. Anderson '75 Jon D. Green, MD. '70 Robert N. Peterson '66 
Melinda L. Bowman '91 Malcolm R. Banks '54 William F. Hahn '49 Joseph N. Pittenger '61 
Preston M. Crabill '76 J. Robert Baum '64 Howard A. Haimann '57 Lauren A. Redeker '01 
Daniel T. Franceski '64 Daniel L. Benson '63 Jonathan R. Hargrove '01 Paul L. Reiber, Jr. '44 
Richard T. Roca '66 H. Barry Bergman '61 Brooke R. Hartman, Jr. '54 Carol G. Reich '81 
Nadine J. Sine Thomas A. Best '66 Charles R. Hayes '62 David M. Reynolds '63 
Robert W. Betz '64 Lianne K. Heath '79 Nancy Reynolds '78 
II QQO tQ i2 499 Donald H Bott '54 Gerald A. Hedges '61 Robar Options Inc. 
George A. Achilles '70 Thomas A. Bickerstaff '69 Blake R. Heffner '72 Arthur W. Roberts, III '59 
Robert A. Alper '66 Katrina L. Branting '80 Robert G. Heidenreich '56 Stephen D. Rodgers '94 
Dexter F. Baker 'SO Patrick E. Brickley '98 Roger D. Heiser '73 Leonard M. Saari '60 
David G. Beckwith '68 Warren H Buck '64 David K. Heist '88 Daniel B. Sattler 
Susan E. Belangee '95 Jill J. Calsetta '94 James P. Herget '71 Robert F. Scarr '52 
Mark L. Belangee '95 Peter S. Carleton '62 Roger M Herman '57 Ted J. Schultz '63 
H Barry Bergman '61 Martha H Carrellas '77 Carol Hibler Lynn C. Scull '57 
Thomas A. Bickerstaff '69 David E. Charles '77 Beverly E. Hjorth '79 Donald C. Seagreaves '59 
W. Alden Cushman '85 Patricia A. Chase '7 4 Peggy W. Hobbs '70G Royal F. Shepard, Jr. 'F 
Richard N. Devore '67 Joyce C. Chiu '78 George L. Howell 'SS Jon H. Shively '58 
Silvio P. Eberhardt '80 Carter L. Cole '58 Hugh D. Jones '62 Jeffrey E. Silliman '68 
Stephen F. Goldmann '66 Russell E. Cramer, III '62 Charles B. Kahler '58 Christopher Kurt S. Snyder '94 
John H Gross '44 Richard A. Craft, Jr. '81 Glenn E. Kinard '59 Lynn Starr M.D. '83 
Brooke R. Hartman, Jr. '54 Jeffrey J. Csermca '84 Frances A. Kleeman 'F Lucile A. Steitz '92 
Kenneth M. Hayes '69 David R. Decker '64 Marc J. Kobayashi '92 Peter J. Stinson '91 
John E. Idenden, Jr. '69 Joanna deJesus-Fenicle '82 Joseph Kovach 'F Richard W. Stoeltzing, 'SO 
Karen Keimig Keatley '84 Michael T. Derwin '86 Gary D. Kraft '76 George C. Stone '43 
Andrew H. Knoll '73 Carl L. Derterline '71 Barbara K. Kruger '80 S. Gilmore Stone '58 
Barbara K. Kruger '80 Christopher J. Detweiler '93 Debora J. Kuchka-G-aig '82 David Stowe 
Robert M. McGovern.Jr. '60 Peter W. Dietz '88 Richard B. Lambert, Jr. '61 James E. Sturm 
Paul D. McKinley '71 Peter T. Dinsmore '79 John B. Lampe '59 Vernon S. Summer '73 
John A. Millane '58 Angela J. Doh! '84 Marc R. Lawson '95 Kenneth G. Tower '79 
Thomas A. Miller '77 David H Dugan '74 Louisa H Leipold '83 James L. Underkoffler, Jr. '66 
Thomas F. Miller '66 Richard L. Edwards '66 Spafford S. Lewis '67 John R. Van Dugceren '00 
Robert S. Pritchard '62 Willet E. Egge, III '73 Thomas W. Loveland Paul R. Vines '64 
Daniel J. Rader '81 William E. Elcome, III '68 J. Christopher Manin '84 Howard E. Virkler '63 
Thomas E. Reid '75 Gregory C. Farrington Donald W. Manin '67 Stanley J. Vlasak '63 
George D. Ryerson '55 Jean W. Farrington Henry R. Martin 'F William J. Wm '62 
Steven P. Sametz Peter D. Feaver '83 Kathryn E. McQueen '87 Edward H Weber, III '56 
Robert H. Shabaker '59 Peter D. Finkel '81 Thomas C.M. Middleton '72 Leon M. Weiss '79 
John F. Sise '72 Melinda Fiore Lisa M. Mistretta '87 Harold N. Wells '51 
Stuart C. Smith '74 Anne C. Fisher '76 Daniel A. Molter '62 Mervin C Werst, P.E. 'SI 
Donald W. Stever, Jr. '65 Fred B. Fletcher '67 Anne Tabor Morris '87 Eileen Wescoe 'F 
Anastasia M. Tronoski '92 John A. Ford '59 Timothy A. Morris '87 George P. White '06P 
K. William Whitney, Jr. '73 Donald J. Foster '59 Donald B. Morrison '51 Fredric W. Wilson, Ill '69 
Emily Wmn-Deen '74 Barbara Frankel William W. Moyer '62 Jean T. Woynicki '92 
Robert W. Worley, Jr. '56 Wayne D. Freese '59 Norman S. Muchnick '58 Paul J. Wright, Jr. '61 
John H Frey '82 Vincent J. Murphy Gerett R. Yocum '96 
James R. Froggan '62 Robert 0. Nordt '66 Ann Young-Jaffe 
Lynn D. Norton '84 Robert S. Zam '74 
Listamplaeas<fMarmJI, 2006. 
Errors or omssiors should be broug/x to the attention cf Susan V engrm.e 
at 610-758·6624 orsusan. '1.l!ff!'(JU@uhifiur:lu 
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Friends of Zoellner Arts Center 
2005-2006 Season 
The Board of Trustees of Lehigh University gratefully acknowledges and recognizes the 
following alumni, friends, corporations and foundations for their generosity in supporting 
the annual campaign for the Friends of Zoellner Arts Center: 
Leadership funding from 
Victoria and Robert Zoellner* 
Presenting Sponsor 
Wachovia 
fu!onsor 
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.* 
Dexter F. and Dorothy H. Baker Foundation* 
Chaddsford Winery 
Creative Kids Club 
The Express-Times 
Liberty Property Trust 
Lutron Electronics Company, Inc. 
Mid-Atlantic Arts Foundation 
The Morning Call 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts 
Dian and Carl Petrillo* 
The Rider-Pool Foundation 
Roda le Inc.* 
Sodexho Campus Services 
TIAA-CREF 
Target Select Cable Advertising 
Wachovia Corporation 
Producer 
Alvin H. Butz, Inc.* 
Georgeina and W. Robert Christie '58* 
Frederick S. Dornblatt* 
Hugh and Mary Jo Dugan 
Gregory and Jean Farrington* 
Andrea and Oldrich Foucek 
Health Network Laboratories 
Highmark Blue Shield 
Leon and June Holt* 
Priscilla Payne Hurd 
Pepsi-Cola Company 
Tallman, Hudders and Sorrentino, P.C. 
Maestro 
Aesculap USA 
Joanne and Hank Barnette* 
Alan Bloch and Nancy M. Berman* 
Marianne C. and William H. Bux '58 
Emmeline and Leonard Dimmick '49* 
Marlene and Aman Finkelstein '58* 
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Hecht" 
Mary Ann and Daniel Kelemen '54 
Douglas and Gay Lane* 
Joseph and lchiko Long 
Keystone Nazareth Bank & Trust Company 
Julia E. Klees, MD MPH 
Pat and Tucker Lyons 
Anne and Pete Meltzer 
Heather Rodale* 
Elizabeth Scofield and James R. Tanenbaum* 
Roland and Doris Sigal 
Carol and Joe Snyder '65* 
Spain's Ministry of Culture 
Karen and Alex Tamerler 
Bob and Anne Teufel 
Virtuoso 
Lorraine and Lewis J. Baer '72 
Red Culver 
Bonnie and Steve Devlin 
Lisa and Barnet Fraenkel 
Betty and Bill Hittinger 
Harry B. Levine 
Nelson and Pat Markley 
Steve and Kira Mendez 
Nanette E. Scofield 
Mr. and Mrs. Darbin T. Skeans 
Liz and Ferd Thun '56* 
Dave and Margie Williams 
Donna and Wilson Yale* 
Sharon and Ron Yoshida* 
Mike Zisman and Linda Gamble* 
Artist 
Michele and Joseph Amato 
Richard and Judy Aronson 
Terri and Jim Bartholomew 
Marianne and William Bechtold 
Raymond and Elizabeth Bell 
Eric and Denise Blew 
Rebecca Bley and Donna Pfliegler 
Patty and Ian Carlis 
Bobb and Joan Carson 
Maria L. and John R. Chrin* 
Bryon and Janet Cook 
John and Carol Daniel 
Brad and Ellen Drexler 
James B. Edwards and Jamie Musselman 
Nora Ann and Mohamed EI-Aasser 
William and Elizabeth Fox 
Susan and Bob Gadomski* 
Christie and John Glanville* 
JoAnn and Bruce Haines '67 
Tom and Marsha Hersh 
Richard and Linda Hertzberg 
Peggy and Jim Hobbs 
Betsy and Bob Holcombe '58 
Theodore U. Horger 
Robert and Brenda Johnson McGovern 
Yong and Sook Kim 
Susan Kowalchuk and Neal G Simon 
Kirk Kozero and Joe Brookes 
Martha C. and Paul N. Leitner* 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lubsen 
Charles Lyman and Valerie Livingston 
Ruth and Charlie Marcon 
Jim and Jayne Miller 
Donna and Anthony McHugh 
Richard and Camille Moll 
Tracey Muldoon Moran 
John and Barbara Norton 
Margaret Plympton 
John and Jane Ruhle 
Deborah Sacarakis 
Lee and Janet Shahan 
Linda and Walter Silowka 
Dr. Joe and Mrs. Mary Ann Skutches 
Don and Betty Smyth 
Ardyth and Frank Sobyak 
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Tang 
Jeff and Diane Tarnoff" 
Linda and John Taylor 
Mr. and Mrs. John Thalheimer* 
Susan and Marc Vengrove 
Ors. Joseph and Margaret Viechnicki 
Ricardo and Martha Marchena Viera 
Marilyn and Paul Wagner '57 
Mr. and Mrs. Kirk M. Warshaw '80, '07P 
Louis Weinstock '36* 
Marcia and Joe Welch '56 
D. Brooks Zug* 
Fellow 
Gary U. Abel '75 and Family 
Amaranth Foundation* 
Henry Baird and Raymond Harbort 
Paula Bomboy 
Ann and Bill Clark '45* 
Carolyn J. Conard 
Bill and Anne DeCamp 
Dr. and Mrs. Philip Del Vecchio, Jr. 
Carol C. Dorey and John Berseth 
Jim and Michelle Duane 
Ronald Freeman* 
E. P. Ted Foster 
Hannah Stewart-Gambino & Giacomo Gambino 
Nancy and Michael George 
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Groves 
Andrea and Martin Harmer 
Valerie and Richard Holt 
Mr. and Mrs. George Howey 
Just Born, Inc. 
Rosalyn and Edward Klein '67 
Charles and Kathy Lieb 
Charles & Marie Luthar 
Bill and Monica Michalerya 
Carl and Glyn Moses 
Offset Impressions, Inc. 
Julie and Kline Pepper 
Ray and Sally Reusser 
Jane S. Schiff 
Thomas and Alberta Siemiatkoski 
Charles and Christine Smith* 
H. Stanley Stoney '59 
James B. Swenson '59* 
Richard and Melody Weisman 
Robert and Virginia Williamson* 
Jerri and John Wood 
Patron 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Benedict 
Madeline and Bob Brown 
Miss Ann L. Dalton '98G 
Robert and Judy Dwyer 
Margaret and Richard Ellis 
Dr. and Mrs. Jerome Grossinger 
Kenneth D. Hendrix and Patricia K. Girke 
E.R. Hertzog 
Nancy and George A. Kantra '58 
Joseph and Mary King 
Dr. and Mrs. J. Patrick Kleaveland 
Jennifer L. Klein '01 
Diane LaBelle and Norman Girardot 
Polly and Garry McClure 
John and Xiaoyan McCormick 
Vesta 0. Mershon 
Nicholas and Karen Noel, HI '74 
John and Anne Ochs 
John and Denise Sale 
Silver Family Foundation, Inc.* 
Faith and James Snyder 
Michael and Judy Stoner 
Don and Shirley Talhelm 
Barbara and Charles F. Vengrove 
Robert and Lee Wei 
George and Karen White 
Earl and Kay Winters 
Sheri Yerk-Zwickl and William Zwickl 
Friend 
Steven and Rosalie Aaronson 
Elizabeth Abrams 
Bobbye Acopian 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Alexander 
Linda Bambara 
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Barsness 
Elsie L. and Robert W. Bell 
Don and Lygia Bellis 
Mary Sue W. Benken 
Polly and Fred Beste 
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Breidenbach 
The Brooks Family 
John Campion, M.D. and Andrea Waxman, M.D. 
Thomas Church 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Cohl 
Carolyn J. Conard 
Current Concepts Home Automation Specialists 
Katherine and Robert Donatelli 
Thomas H. and Beverly B. Eighmy 
Margaret and Richard Ellis 
Sid and Henriette Engelson 
Arthur E. Fetzer 
George and Dorothy Folk 
Alan and Bonnie Foulk 
Timothy W. Fox 
William and Lois Frederick 
James R. Gage 
Don and Lois Garaventi 
Daniel Z. and Margaret C. Gerhart 
Gillian K. Girvin 
John T. Grant 
Virginia K. T. Gress 
Tom and Debby Harbin 
Lynn and Leon Harbold '59 
Callie and Prenna, Jim & Sue Harlan 
Terry and Mary Jane Hart 
Karyn and Tom Hier! 
David Heine '74 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard G Heintzelman 
Marie Helmold 
Pat and Bill Hoppe" 
Mary Hosford 
Connie Houser-Wenzel 
George F. Jaman and Mary Paltadakis-Jaman 
Robert and Ethel Jones 
Jacob and Maria Kazakia 
Ann Kem 
Joseph and Margaret Kender 
Lee and Winifred Knight 
Truman and Louise Kunsman 
Gloria and Charles (Chick) Kuss '52 
Walter and Joanne Leiss 
Ronald Lipetz '62 
Kathryn Loupos 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mackavage 
Willard and Margaret Marshall 
Drs. George and Carolina McCluskey 
Mrs. Lucille H. McCracken 
Marilyn R. McDonald M.D. 
Morris Miller 
Mrs. Paul Van Reed Miller 
Ron and Cathy Mordosky 
William F. Murhpey '54 
Jill and Hank Narrow 
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Niemeyer 
Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Norris, Jr. 
Gina and George Ortwein 
Bonnie E.B. Osterwald 
William and Nora Paltadakis 
Ors. Harriet and Sidney Parrnet 
Richard and Elizabeth Pearce 
Mrs. Edward C. Perkins 
Heinz G. Pfeiffer 
Mary T. Pongracz 
Mark and Sandra Potter 
Mr. and Mrs. C.P. Powell 
Ralph and Jacqui Puerta 
Ethan and Joan Rice 
Eugenia Y. Robson 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Rodgers 
Adam and Penny Roth 
William and Ruth Rusling 
David H. Schaper 
Dianne E. Schellenberg • 82 
John W. Segraves 
Jean M. Seibel 
Jeffrey J. Sernak 
Dr. and Mrs. William W. Sharkan 
Fred and Ginny Shunk 
Ken and Micki Sinclair 
Blu Smith 
Richard and Martha Sodl 
Bonnie and Les Sperling 
Diane A. Stanczack 
Pamela and Thomas Steigerwalt 
John W. Stemler 
Bruce and Julia Swan 
Hugh Sweeney 
Robyn D. Texter 
Froy and Dick Thompson 
Anita and Harold K. Tish 
Abby and Mark Trachtman 
Bill and Jane Trotter 
Verna Rapp Uthman 
Dr. Lawrence J. Varnerin, Jr. '9 l 
Sonja and Clint Walker 
Larry A. Wehr 
Ben and Ellen Weinberger 
Steven H. Weintraub and Judith Pennington 
Phil and Lynn Weinzimer 
Malcolm and Sally West 
Sophia and Marvin White 
Roger and Marilyn Whiteley 
Dr. and Mrs. David Wu 
David and Jill Yannarell 
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Young 
Mrs. Edward A. Zouck 
"Friend of Zoellner who also made an endowment or capital gift of $5,000 or more to Shine Forever: 
the Campaign for Lehigh 
List complete as of March 15, 2006. 
Errors or omissions should be brought to the attention of Maureen Connolley, 
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September 
11 at 3 pm 
18at 3 pm 
23 at8pm 
24 at8pm 
30at8pm 
October 
2at 7pm 
28, 29at8pm 
November 
4, 5 at8pm 
11 at8pm 
December 
3 at8pm 
5 -8 at 12pm 
JO at 8 pm 
11 at4 & 8pm 
January 
22 at 3 pm 
February 
11 at8pm 
12 at 3 pm 
18at8pm 
19at 3 pm 
25 at8pm 
March 
25 at8pm 
26 at 3 P!n 
April 
7 at8pm 
8at8pm 
9at 2pm 
9at4pm 
9at 7 pm 
17 - 20 at 12 pm 
21, 22 at8 pm 
23 at 3 pm 
28, 29 at8pm 
30at 3 pm 
30at 7pm 
May 
1 at 8 pm 
Lehigh University Music Department 
2005 - 2006 Season 
Faculty Recital: Helen Beedle,piano 
Faculty Recital: French Chamber Music featuring Harp and Flute 
LU Jazz Fusion Fest: Sketches of Spain 
LU Jazz Repertory Orchestra: Big Band Tribute 
Fry Street Quartet with Eugene Albulescu, piano 
The Princeton Singers, Steven Sametz, director: From Madness to the Sublime 
LU Choral Arts: A Night at the Opera 
LU Philharmonic: Fables and Fol/dare: French tone poems 
LU Jazz Ensemble, Jazz Band, Jazz Combo 
LU Wind Ensemble: Celebrate the Season 
Noon Recitals: Solo performers and chamber groups 
LU Philharmonic Orchestra: Prokofiev and Beethoven; Timothy Schwarz, violin 
LU Choral Arts: Christmas Vespers at Packer Chapel 
ICWE (Intercollegiate Wind Ensemble) 
LUVME: (LU Very Modem Ensemble): Less is More, More or Less 
East Winds Quintet: Harmoniemusik 
LU Philharmonic Orchestra: Unplugged 
Bill Warfield Big Band 
LU Jazz Fusion Fest: The Magic of the Flute 
LU Choir: Extraordinary Voices 
Eugene Albulescu: The Dancing Piano 
LU Jazz Ensemble, Jazz Band, Jazz Combo 
LU Jazz Repertory Orchestra: Lost Generation of Jazz II 
Senior Recital: Rebecca Merola,jlute 
Senior Recital: Courtney Kelly, cello 
Junior Recitals 
Noon Recitals: Solo performers and chamber groups 
LU Philharmonic Orchestra: Sleeping with Schubert 
LU Symphonic Band 
LU Choral Arts: Beethoven's Missa Solemnis 
LU Wind Ensemble: Penned in Pennsylvania 
Senior Recital: Josh Callen, bass 
LUVME: Works for orchestra by student composers 
